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Is the housewife mentality still relevant today, or has this belief changed as time has evolved? Author 

Megan Davidson, explores this and many more situations throughout The Thundering. Set in the early 

1960s, Davidson introduces the reader to a young teen named Joseph. As you read on, you come to learn 

that Joseph has experienced some unfortunate, saddening, and traumatic events within his life. His coping 

mechanism through all of this: horses. He develops these horse-like characteristics after some time he 

spent on a farm surrounded by an interacting with horses. 

 

Due to his behavior, Joseph is sent to stay at Summerhaven, a mental institution for people unable to take 

care of themselves. There he meets Dr. Morgen. Dr. Morgen is determined to find out by any means what 

caused this young teen to act this way even if it means risking her marriage. She realizes that Joseph has 

endured a lot within his life and is unwilling to give up on him or have him undergo any harmful medical 

treatment by other doctors who aren’t willing to take the time and properly give Joseph both the medical 

and personal care he needs. 

 

Through her time spent with Joseph, Dr. Morgen soon realizes things about herself. And as a result, she 

begins to make some necessary changes. Davidson makes a purpose to highlight throughout The 

Thundering the importance of family, of love, but mostly the importance of faith and the willingness to 

remain strong and firm in whatever it is you believe and are pursuing within your life despite your 

circumstances. Additionally, Davidson brings awareness to some very sensitive yet important issues that 

many people face today. Mental illness, physical and emotional abuse, abandonment, marriage, family, 

self-identity, and many more themes can be found while reading this book and can be a means of 

discussion. 

 

While there were some minor grammatical errors, this didn’t take away from the overall meaning of the 

book. It is important to bring awareness to issues and situations like the ones mentioned, and I think 

Davidson does a fine job parlaying that to the reader in a way that is clear, precise, and in some ways 

relatable. Although fiction, The Thundering tackles real issues, real outcomes, and the understanding that 

as time has evolved, so has a lot of the ideals and beliefs like that of the “housewife” and to just know 



that it is okay with being your own individual person just as it is okay with being a “housewife” if you 

choose to.  

 

The Thundering is available on Amazon.com.  

http://www.amazon.com/Thundering-Megan-Davidson/dp/1943063095/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1459457901&sr=8-1&keywords=The+Thundering

